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This paper evaluates a series of programs run by a company called OPOWER to send Home Energy Report
letters to residential utility customers comparing their electricity use to that of their neighbors. Using data
from randomized natural field experiments at 600,000 treatment and control households across the United
States, I estimate that the average program reduces energy consumption by 2.0%. The program provides
additional evidence that non-price interventions can substantially and cost effectively change consumer
behavior: the effect is equivalent to that of a short-run electricity price increase of 11 to 20%, and the cost
effectiveness compares favorably to that of traditional energy conservation programs. Perhaps because the
treatment included descriptive social norms, effects are heterogeneous: households in the highest decile of
pre-treatment consumption decrease usage by 6.3%, while consumption by the lowest decile decreases by
only 0.3%. A regression discontinuity design shows that different categories of “injunctive norms” played an
insignificant role in encouraging relatively low users not to increase usage.
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1. Introduction

Climate change has emerged as one of the most important
economic policy issues of the early 21st century, and many view
energy efficiency as an appealing approach to reducing greenhouse
gas emissions. Traditionally, economists and policymakers have
focused on relative prices as the primary force driving energy
demand. As a result, carbon cap-and-trade programs are the center-
piece of proposed climate change policies, and subsidies for energy
efficient durable goods draw the vast majority of public energy
efficiency funding in the U.S. (Gillingham et al., 2006).

There are three problems with price-based approaches to energy
conservation. First, it has not been politically feasible to implement
Pigouvian carbon taxes or a carbon emissions trading program in
the U.S., suggesting that average wholesale energy prices are below
social cost. Second, measuring the effects of an energy efficiency
subsidy on energy use requires knowledge of the elasticities of
demand for energy efficient durable goods and for energy conditional
on capital stock. Lacking context-specific values of these parameters,
subsidy-based programs are typically evaluated using a controversial
approach called “deemed savings”; randomized controlled impact
evaluations are exceedingly rare. A third problem is that while
subsidies are in theory innocuous because they are transfers, they are
in practice a large drain on increasingly-limited public funds.

Spurred by these problems, interest has dramatically increased in
non-price energy conservation programs that are informed by
insights from behavioral science and evaluated via randomized trials.
Non-price interventions are typically inexpensive relative to sub-
sidies, and as demonstrated by Bertrand et al. (2010) in the context of
consumer finance, carefully-crafted psychological cues can have
effects on demand that are comparable to large changes in relative
prices. A critical challenge, however, is to craft interventions that are
powerful and cost-effective when implemented at large scale.

This paper examines one of the most notable non-price energy
conservation programs, which is run by a company called OPOWER.
OPOWER mails Home Energy Report letters (HERs) that compare a
household's energy use to that of similar neighbors and provide energy
conservation tips. The neighbor comparisons were directly influenced
by academic work showing that providing social norm information
induces people to conserve energy (Schultz et al., 2007; Nolan et al.,
2008). More broadly, the program was motivated by similar evidence
on the power of social norms in a variety of domains, including
voting (Gerber and Rogers, 2009), retirement savings (Beshears et al.,
2009), and charitable giving (Frey and Meier, 2004). As of the end
of 2010, OPOWER had contracts to run programs at 47 utilities in
21 states, including six of the largest ten utilities in the U.S.

The first parts of this paper are an impact evaluation of all of
the OPOWER programs begun before the end of 2009. With nearly
600,000 households in treatment and control groups, this is one of the
largest randomized field experiments in history. I show that the point
estimates of the Average Treatment Effects (ATEs) of OPOWER's first
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17 experiments range from 1.4 to 3.3%, with an unweighted mean of
2%.1 While there is often concern over the durability of treatment
effects in similar non-price interventions (Ferraro and Price, 2010),
the Home Energy Reports appear to have constant or increasing
effects as they are repeatedly delivered over the first two years of
treatment.

These effect sizes have several different economic interpretations.
First, different energy conservation programs are typically com-
pared on a basis of program implementation cost per kilowatt-hour
of electricity saved. OPOWER's initial set of programs have cost
effectiveness ranging from 1.3 to 5.4 cents per kilowatt-hour, with
an unweighted mean of 3.3. These results compare favorably to
estimates for traditional energy efficiency programs, and because they
are estimated using randomized trials, they are much more certain.
The welfare effects, however, are ambiguous: the costs that house-
holds incur to reduce energy use are unobserved, as is the change
in welfare from learning that one compares favorably or poorly to
neighbors.

A second way of interpreting effect sizes is to calculate the energy
price changes that would induce the same changes in demand.
Calibrating with estimated price elasticities, I show that the effects of
sending Home Energy Reports are equivalent to a 11 to 20% short-run
price increase or a 5% long run price increase. Taken as a whole,
these effects are remarkable: simply sending letters can significantly
and cost-effectively affect energy use behaviors.

The remainder of the paper builds on theoretical predictions of
heterogeneous treatment effects. In particular, many models predict
that the “descriptive norm” element of the Home Energy Report
treatment, in which a household's energy use is compared to that of
its neighbors, would cause households that previously usedmore than
the norm to decrease usage, but would cause households that
used less than the norm to use more. Social psychologists call these
unintended consequences “boomerang effects” (Clee and Wicklund,
1980), and they are certainly undesirable if the objective is to
induce energy conservation. Combining data across all of OPOWER's
experiments, I show that Conditional Average Treatment Effects
are larger than 6% in the highest decile of pre-treatment usage and
close to zero in the lowest decile, but even these households that
comparemost favorably to their neighbors do not increase energy use.
In this sense, the OPOWER intervention does not cause a “descriptive
norm boomerang effect.”

The Schultz et al. (2007) experiment that motivated OPOWER's
work had found a boomerang effect for relatively low users. To
combat this, they employed what social psychologists call “injunctive
norms,”which convey that energy conservation is pro-social (Cialdini
et al., 1990). Specifically, they added a treatment condition that
included hand-drawn “smiley faces” on the descriptive norm feed-
back reports given to these relatively low users. Although the group of
low users that received this injunctive norm did not use statistically
significantly less energy than the group that that did not, this group's
increase in energy use was also not statistically distinguishable
from zero. Based on this result, it was believed that injunctive norms
could eliminate the boomerang effect.

OPOWER's Home Energy Reports therefore include injunctive
norms, which are defined based on sharp cutoffs. Households are

labeled as “Great” if they use less than the 20th percentile of their
neighbor comparison group, “Below Average” if they use more than
the mean, and “Good” if they are in between. The “Great” group
receives two “smiley face” emoticons, the “Good” group receives one,
and the “Below Average” group initially received “frownie faces” until
customer complaints ended this practice. The treatment effects are
substantially different across the three groups, although this could be
caused either by the categorizations or by other factors correlated
with baseline energy use that could affect how households respond
to the treatment: for example, high users may have lower-cost
opportunities to conserve. Notice, however, that households that had
used just more energy than the 20th percentile of their comparison
group are in the limit identical to households that use just less energy,
but the former are labeled “Good,”while the latter are labeled “Great.”
Similarly, households using just more than the mean of their com-
parison group were labeled “Below Average,”while households using
just less were labeled “Good.”

I use a regression discontinuity (RD) design to test for whether
these normative categorizations cause differential effects on energy
use. I show that while the treatment effects differ substantially
for households in the three different categories, the causal effects of
the categorizations themselves are “tightly estimated zeros.” Being
labeled “Good” instead of “Great” has a differential treatment effect of
less than 0.20 percentage points, or about one-tenth of the ATE. Being
labeled “Below Average” instead of “Good” has a differential ATE
of less than 0.16 percentage points. Therefore, the fact that we do
not observe a descriptive norm boomerang effect is likely due not
to the different categorizations. Instead, the potential effect is likely
mitigated by the energy conservation tips or other aspects of the
injuntive norms that affect all categories equally.

The paper proceeds by first giving more detail on the treatment
and potential pathways of effects. The rest of Section 2 then provides
background and descriptive statistics on OPOWER's experiments.
Section 3 details the average treatment effects, from the econometric
strategy to the parameter estimates and resulting cost effectiveness.
In the spirit of Lalonde (1986), this section also documents the
poor performance of non-experimental estimators. Section 4 dis-
cusses heterogeneous treatment effects and the RD design. Section 5
concludes.

2. Experiment overview

2.1. The treatment and mechanisms of effects

The Home Energy Reports are several-page letters with two key
components. The first is the Social Comparison Module, which
appears at the top of the letter's first page. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the graph on the left side of the Social Comparison presents the
“descriptive norm” by comparing the household to themean and 20th
percentile of its comparison group. A household's comparison group
comprises approximately 100 geographically-proximate houses
with similar characteristics, including similar square footage and
same heating type (gas vs. electric). The “Efficiency Standing” on the
right side of the Social Comparison Module adds the injunctive norm
by categorizing the household as “Great,” “Good,” or “Below Average.”

The Report's second key component is the Action Steps Module. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, these energy conservation tips include both
changes to the household's stock of energy-using durable goods and
to the use of that capital stock. These suggestions are targeted to
different households based on historical energy use patterns and
demographic characteristics. For example, households whose energy
use was relatively high the previous summer were more likely to
receive suggestions to purchase new energy efficient air conditioners.

To conceptualize the mechanisms through which the treatment
acts, informally consider a model of energy demand in the style of
Becker's (1965) household services model. The household derives

1 There are also other analyses of OPOWER's projects. For regulatory reasons, each
experiment is evaluated by industry program evaluators, so there are a growing
number of consulting reports, such as Violette et al. (2009). A working paper by Ayres
et al. (2009) evaluates OPOWER's programs in Sacramento and Puget Sound, and I
therefore refrain from directly discussing those programs and refer readers to that
paper for additional information. An earlier version of this paper (Allcott, 2009)
focused specifically on OPOWER's program with Connexus Energy in Minnesota. A
working paper by Costa and Kahn (2010) shows that OPOWER's CATEs at one West
Cost site are stronger for liberal voters than for conservatives. More broadly, there is a
long psychology literature on similar energy use information feedback programs, as
reviewed in Abrahamse et al. (2005), Darby (2006), and Stern (1992).
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utility from “energy services,” such as warmth and television, and
a composite good. As in Dubin and McFadden (1984) and Davis
(2008), the household invests in “energy efficiency,” or the rate of
transformation of energy input into energy services, which can be
increased at some cost. Conditional on energy efficiency, the
household sets demand for energy and the composite good.

Consumers also receive “moral utility” (Levitt and List, 2007) from
energy conservation, as this contributes to public goods such as reduced
greenhouse gas emissions. This moral utility term depends on beliefs
about the social norm. It seems likely that untreated households
believe that they are closer to the social norm than they actually are,
meaning that the treatment causes low (high) usage households
to update beliefs about the social norm upward (downward).

Perhaps at the expense of other pathways, consider three primary
mechanisms through which the treatment could act. First, the Action
Steps tips provide information that allows the household to increase
energy efficiency at lower cost. Second, if households are uncertain
about some part of their production function, the social comparisons
may facilitate social learning about their privately-optimal level
of energy use, as documented in other contexts by Beshears et al.
(2009), Cai et al. (2009), Conley and Udry (2010), Foster and
Rosenzweig (1995), Mobius et al. (2005), Munshi (2004), andMunshi
andMyaux (2006). Third, the treatmentmay directly affect the “moral
cost” of energy use. This could happen because injunctive norms or

other factors increase the moral cost of energy use for all recipients.
Alternatively, the treatment could increase the moral cost for
households using more than the norm and decrease it for those
using less. This would generate “conditional cooperation,” in which
households increase (decrease) their contribution to a public good
after being informed that others are contributing more (less) than
previously believed, as in Alpizar et al. (2008), Fischbacher et al.
(2001), Frey and Meier (2004), and Shang and Croson (2004).

2.2. Experimental design

This paper analyzes the Home Energy Report projects that
OPOWER had begun by late 2009. There were projects with twelve
utilities: six in California and Washington, six in the midwest, one in
the urban Northeast, and one in a suburban area in a Mountain state.
For business reasons, OPOWER has asked that the experimental
results not be associated with the names of each partner, so the
experiments will be referred to by numbers. The exception is
Connexus Energy in Minnesota, Experiment 4, which will be used as
an example in several instances later in the paper.

Regulated utilities typically have the incentive to increase instead
of decrease their customers' energy use. Why are utilities working
with OPOWER? The company's partners are typically either non-
profit municipal utilities whose goals include energy conservation

Fig. 1. Home energy reports: social comparison module.

Fig. 2. Home energy reports: action steps module.
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or regulated investor-owned utilities in one of 24 states where
policymakers have enacted energy conservation mandates called
Energy Efficiency Resource Standards (EERS). These regulations
require that electricity and natural gas retailers run energy conser-
vation programs that reduce the quantity of energy demanded in their
service territory by some amount relative to counterfactual, typically
a few percent over several years (ACEEE, 2010). For example,
under Minnesota's New Generation Energy Act of 2007, utilities in
that state are required to run conservation programs that reduce
energy demand by 1.5% each year.

The eligible experimental populations at each utility included
residential customers with sufficient electricity bill history to
construct historical neighbor comparisons.2 In some utilities, the
entire customer base was included, while in others, only heavier users
were eligible. OPOWER randomized the experimental population into
a Treatment group, which would bemailed Home Energy Reports, and
a Control group, whichwould not. At two utilities and a subpopulation
of a third, the populations were not large enough to make control
groups worthwhile. While data from these treatment-only experi-
ments will be used for part of a regression discontinuity analysis
in Section 5, they will not be used to estimate Average Treatment
Effects of the Home Energy Reports.

Reports are sent to the Treatment group monthly, bimonthly,
or quarterly, depending on the utility. In some of the more recent
projects, letters are sent eachmonth for the first several months of the
program, with a lower frequency after that. In four experiments,
the populations were divided into sub-populations with higher and
lower baseline usage, with the Treatment groups in the high-usage
subpopulation receiving more frequent Reports. In total, there were
17 separate experimental populations randomized into treatment and
control across the 12 utilities. In Connexus and in Experiment 11, the
populationwas randomized intomonthly vs. quarterly frequency, and
in Experiment 3, population was randomized between bimonthly and
quarterly frequencies. Table 1 gives an overview of the start date and

size of experiment for each project. In total, I observe 22million utility
bills from nearly 600 thousand households across the United States.

Most utilities send a worker to read each customer's electricity
meter each month.3 Within several days of the meter read, the results
are sent electronically to OPOWER, where each household's social
comparison is computed. The Home Energy Report is printed by an
outside contractor and sent via U.S. Mail. Any meter reads more than
30 days after the day on which OPOWER generated the first report are
considered “post-treatment.” This is typically the second meter read
after the one upon the first Report was based.

2.3. Data and baseline characteristics

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics for each experiment. Baseline
electricity usage ranges from 19 to 60 kilowatt-hours (kWh) per day.
For context, consider that a medium-sized (60 W) lightbulb used
5 hours each day consumes 0.3 kWh. A typical window air conditioner
running at its highest setting for 5 hours uses 5 kWh. As illustrated in
Fig. 3, heating and cooling are the primary uses of household electricity
in the United States: over half of annual electricity consumption is for
refrigerators, air conditioners, and space and water heating. In the
most recent available data, computers, televisions, and lighting com-
bined account for only 15% of electricity use (US Energy Information
Administration, 2001).

As shown by the p-values in parenthesis of the fourth column of
Table 2, baseline usage is balanced between Treatment and Control
except in Experiments 2, 6, and 8. These imbalances are difficult to
explain, and OPOWER has now begun to confirm covariate balance
before finalizing the randomization. As the empirical specifications
will use household fixed effects, any imbalance in the pre-treatment
outcome does not mechanically bias results. Readers concerned about
these imbalances, however, could discount the results from these
three experiments.

Aside from the monthly electricity meter readings for each
household, I also observe OPOWER's social comparison information
for every report at every household, including whether they were
rated as “Below Average,” “Good,” or “Great,” and how far they were

2 There were several other technical restrictions on the experimental population.
Households had to have valid names and addresses, no negative electricity meter
reads, at least one meter read in the last three months, no significant gaps in usage
history, exactly one account per customer per location, and a sufficient number of
neighbors. A handful of utility staff and “VIPs” were automatically enrolled in the
reports and are therefore excluded from the analysis. Households on special medical
rate plans were also excluded. These additional exclusions eliminate only a small
portion of the potential population. None of the exclusions make the results less
externally valid, as future programs will also be carried out in similarly restricted
populations.

Table 1
Overview of OPOWER projects.

Experiment N

Number Region Start date Households Treatment Observations

1 Rural Midwest February, 2009 8175 8175 343,729
2 Urban Midwest July, 2009 37,484 18,790 1,264,375
3 Urban Midwest July, 2009 56,187 28,027 1,873,482
4 Rural Midwest January, 2009 78,273 39,024 3,421,306
5 Suburban Mountain October, 2009 11,612 7,254 394,525
6 Suburban Mountain October, 2009 27,237 16,947 914,344
7 West Coast October, 2009 24,940 23,906 570,386
8 Rural Midwest April, 2009 17,889 9,861 794,457
9 Urban Northeast September, 2009 49,671 24,808 1,712,530
10 Rural Midwest February, 2009 8429 8,390 360,577
11 West Coast October, 2008 79,229 34,893 3,121,879
12 West Coast January, 2009 25,211 5,570 985,148
13 West Coast January, 2009 17,849 3,852 672,629
14 West Coast January, 2009 22,965 22,846 893,322
15 West Coast September, 2009 39,336 19,663 671,990
16 West Coast March, 2008 59,666 24,761 2,543,372
17 West Coast April, 2008 24,293 9903 1,036,768
Combined March, 2008 588,446 306,670 21,574,819

3 The mechanics of the meter reading process actually vary somewhat by utility. The
utility in Experiment 11 has automated metering infrastructure that records energy
use daily. The utilities in Experiments 15 and 7 send workers to read each household's
electricity meter once every two months, and 81% of, billing period lengths are
between 57 and 65 days. All other program utilities read meters monthly, with 93% of
billing period lengths between 28 and 34 days. A small percentage of bills are based on
estimated meter reads, but the empirical analysis considers actual meter reads only.
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from the cutoffs to be in each of the other categories. I observe both
the social comparisons that the Treatment group did receive andwhat
the Control group would have received. Weather data from the
National Climatic Data Center are used to construct the average
Heating Degree-Days and Cooling Degree-Days over the days in each
billing period, which are associated with the amount of electricity that
should be required to keep a house at a comfortable temperature.4

Finally, I observe an extensive set of household-level covariates
from utility surveys, public records such as property tax assessments,
and private-sectormarketing data providers. Depending on the utility,
observed house characteristicsmay include year constructed, whether
gas or electric heat, assessed value, square footage, whether single-
family or multi-family dwelling type, whether rented or owner-
occupied, whether it has a fireplace or pool, and the number bedrooms
and bathrooms. Occupant characteristics may include number of
residents, age of household head, and income.

2.4. Attrition

The programs experience two forms of attrition, moving and
opting out. The fifth column of Table 2 lists the cumulative probability
of moving for a household over the life of each experiment, which
ranges from 5.4% in Experiment 9 to 20% in Experiment 6. Households
that close accounts are different: they are younger, use less electricity,
live in smaller, older homes, have lower incomes, and are more likely
to rent and live inmultifamily buildings. Naturally, the treatment does
not cause households to move. As shown in the sixth column of
Table 2, moving is not unbalanced with 90% confidence in 13 of the
14 randomized experiments. In all 14, F-tests show that there is
no statistical difference between Treatment and Control in movers'
observable characteristics.

Energy bills are not observed after the resident moves. Households
that moved after the program began are included in the base
specifications during the period when their usage is observed, giving
an unbalanced panel. Excluding these households has no discernible
influence on the results.

The second form of attrition is that some households asked to stop
receiving the Reports. As shown in the rightmost column of Table 2,
cumulative opt-out rates range from 0.1% to 3.3%. The most common
reasons for opting out is the perception that the comparisons are
unfair or inaccurate or that the reports are a “waste of resources.”
Across the different utilities, customers that opt out tend to have
higher pre-treatment electricity usage and are also older and lower-
income. Although they opted out of receiving Reports, their electricity
bills are still observed.

3. Average treatment effects

3.1. Estimation

The initial estimand of interest is the Average Treatment Effect
τ=E[Yit(1)−Yit(0)] in the population of experimental households,
where Yit(1) and Yit(0) denote the “potential outcomes” for household
i's electricity use at time t if the household were treated and were not
treated, respectively (Rubin, 1974). As some households opted out,
the “Treatment” here is defined as “being mailed the Home Energy

4 More precisely, average Cooling Degree-Days is the mean, over all of the days in
the billing period, of the maximum of zero and the difference between the day's
average temperature and 65°. A day with average temperature 95 has 30 CDDs, while a
day with average temperature 60 has zero CDDs. Average Heating Degree-Days is the
mean, over all the days in the billing period, of the maximum of zero and the
difference between 65° and the day's average temperature. A day with average
temperature 95 has zero HDDs, while a day with average temperature 60 has five
HDDs.

Table 2
Descriptive statistics.

Experiment Stats

Number Region Y0 (kWh/day) Y0
T−Y0

C % Moved % Moved (T-C) % Opt out

1 Rural Midwest 23 (12) Non-Exper 14.3 Non-Exper 0.1
2 Urban Midwest 60 (31) −1.18 (0.00) 5.5 0 (0.91) 0.4
3 Urban Midwest 31 (6) 0.04 (0.44) 7.9 −0.3 (0.22) 0.2
4 Rural Midwest 30 (17) 0.04 (0.74) 6.7 −0.1 (0.40) 1.7
5 Suburban Mountain 40 (12) −0.06 (0.80) 13.7 −1.5 (0.03) 2.9
6 Suburban Mountain 19 (6) 0.22 (0.00) 20.2 −0.1 (0.81) 1.4
7 West Coast 18 (11) 0.09 (0.47) 11.3 −0.2 (0.64) 0.6
8 Rural Midwest 39 (27) 0.98 (0.02) 6.7 −0.4 (0.35) 2.0
9 Urban Northeast 30 (15) −0.21 (0.12) 5.4 −0.2 (0.25) 0.5
10 Rural Midwest 24 (12) Non-Exper 16.2 Non-Exper 0.5
11 West Coast 30 (14) 0.02 (0.86) 10.9 0 (0.98) 1.4
12 West Coast 39 (24) 0.12 (0.74) 13.2 −0.6 (0.22) 0.7
13 West Coast 20 (14) 0.25 (0.32) 17.9 0.1 (0.84) 0.4
14 West Coast 29 (21) Non-Exper 12.6 Non-Exper 0.6
15 West Coast 37 (18) 0.01 (0.96) 5.9 0 (0.84) 0.7
16 West Coast 37 (14) −0.54 (0.19) 15.5 0.5 (0.36) 3.3
17 West Coast 16 (4) 0.03 (0.76) 16.0 0.3 (0.70) 1.0

Y0 is the average of electricity use for the 12 months preceding the beginning of treatment. Y0T−Y0
C and % Moved columns: p-values in parenthesis.

Fig. 3. US household electricity use.
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Reports or actively opting out.”5 The primary specification is a
difference-in-differences estimator that models energy use condi-
tional on Treatment group indicator Ti, post-treatment indicator Pit,
month-by-year dummy variables μmy and household fixed effects υi:

Yit = τTiPit + β⋅Pit + μmy + υi + εit ð1Þ

This is estimated in OLS using the standard fixed effects estimator,
using Huber–White (“robust”) standard errors, clustered by house-
hold. As discussed by Bertrand et al. (2004), these standard errors are
consistent in the presence of any correlation pattern in the errors εit
within household over time.

3.2. Results

Because the sample sizes are large, estimated treatment effects
tend to be robust to different configurations of fixed effects and
controls. As an example, Table 3 presents estimated ATEs for the
Connexus program. Column III is the primary specification detailed
above, while the other four columns use different configurations of
fixed effects, month-by-year dummies, and weather controls. The
ATEs can be interpreted as percentage change, as electricity usage has
been normalized by dividing by the average post-period control group
consumption in each experiment and multiplying by 100. In this
experiment, households were randomly assigned between a monthly
Treatment group, a quarterly Treatment group, and a Control group.
The point estimates of ATEs are clustered around negative 2.7%
and 2.3% for monthly and quarterly treatment, respectively, and they
are not statistically different across specifications.

Table 4 presents the ATEs for all experiments estimated using the
primary specification detailed above. The ATEs range from 1.37% in
the quarterly treatment arm of Experiment 3 to 3.32% in Experiment
8. The unweighted mean is 2.03%.

Some of the differences in ATEs are associated with treatment
frequency: the unweighted mean ATEs for bimonthly and monthly
treatments are 2.2%, while the average for quarterly experiments is
1.7%. Some of this association is causal: in Connexus and Experiment
11, the population was randomly assigned between monthly and
quarterly, and the increased frequency causes a 0.5% larger ATE. In
other experiments, populations with higher pre-treatment usage
were assigned to more frequent treatment. Section 4 documents how
households with higher pre-treatment usage have larger treatment
effects conditional on frequency.

Even after conditioning on frequency and differences in observed
household-level covariates, there is substantial unexplained variation
in treatment effects across experiments. This presents a practical
challenge for utilities that are considering adopting the program: it is
more difficult to precisely forecast the program's potential perfor-
mance in their location, and thus more difficult to determine whether
to adopt. In a separate paper, Allcott and Mullainathan (2010b)
explore the generalizability of this set of experimental results.

How persistent are these effects over time? Again using Connexus
as an example, Fig. 4 presents treatment effects for each month of the
experiment, for both the monthly and quarterly treatment groups.
This figure is generated by interacting the full set of month-by-year
dummies with both the monthly and quarterly treatment dummies,
including the same set of month-by-year dummies as controls and
using household fixed effects. The first reports were sent in January
2009, and this is the excluded month.

Fig. 4 shows that after treatment begins, the treatment effects
take several months to ramp up to something approximating a steady
state. Notice that the percentage treatment effects are higher in the
winter and summer months, when heating and cooling loads increase
underlyingdemand, than in the fall. After nearly two years of continuing
treatment, there is no evidence of any decline in the treatment effects.
In fact, the treatment effects are larger in the summer of 2010 than in
the summer of 2009, although higher temperatures in summer 2010
could be responsible for this. In the three experiments with a full
two years of post-treatment data, Experiments 11, 16, and 17, the ATEs
are higher in the second year than the first year, and the weather in
the first and second years is comparable.

Notice, however, that the Connexus quarterly group's treatment
effects decay between March and May 2009. Due to a technical
problem, the second round of quarterly reports, which would have
been sent in April 2009 and thus would have effects observed
beginning in May, were delayed by one month. Although this is only
one data point, this is consistent with the idea that the effects would
diminish over time in the absence of additional Reports.

5 Alternatively, the Treatment could have instead been dened as "being mailed the
Home Energy Reports," in which case my estimand would be interpreted as an Intent-
to-Treat effect. The "Treatment" is also not "opening the Home Energy Report."
Although it is quite likely that many Treatment group households do not open the
Reports, and thus that the effect of the "Treatment" thus dened would be higher, it is di
¢ cult to measure letter open rates, and thus not possible to estimate this effect.
The appeal of the definitions used here is that they generate a useful estimand from a
policy perspective. OPOWER, and the utilities that contract with them and policy-
makers that regulate them, want to know the aggregate electricity conservation
possible from applying the program to an eligible population. For the eligible
population from which the experimental households were drawn, this quantity
of interest can be derived simply by multiplying my ATE by the population size.

Table 3
Connexus ATE specifications.

I II III IV V

T×Monthly×Post −2.65
(0.27)

−2.72
(0.18)

−2.72
(0.18)

−2.69
(0.16)

−2.74
(0.18)

T×Quarterly×Post −2.46
(0.37)

−2.26
(0.21)

−2.26
(0.21)

−2.23
(0.18)

−2.26
(0.21)

Post −3.70
(0.12)

−5.82
(0.11)

−2.41
(0.46)

−5.04
(0.36)

−0.63
(0.46)

T 0.19
(0.40)

Degree-day bins No No No No Yes
Month×Year dummies No No Yes Yes Yes
House fixed effects No Yes Yes No Yes
House×Month
fixed effects

No No No Yes No

Observations (thousands) 3421 3421 3421 3421 3421
R2 0.0016 0.0016 0.0586 0.0000 0.0651
F statistic 874 2868 4643 3564

Standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is the household's average daily
electricity consumption (kilowatt-hours), normalized by average control group
consumption in the Post period.

Table 4
ATEs for all experiments.

Experiment ATEs (%)

Number Monthly BiMonthly Quarterly

1 Non-Exper – –

2 −1.83 (0.20) – –

3 – −1.40 (0.19) −1.37 (0.19)
4 −2.72 (0.18) – −2.26 (0.21)
5 – −2.70 (0.44) –

6 – – −1.64 (0.33)
7 – −2.48 (0.25) –

8 – −3.32 (0.54) –

9 – −1.63 (0.15) –

10 Non-Exper – –

11 −1.96 (0.14) – −1.49 (0.20)
12 −1.39 (0.34) – –

13 – – −1.44 (0.51)
14 – Non-Exper –

15 – −1.89 (0.21) –

16 −3.14 (0.37) – –

17 – – −1.84 (0.43)
Mean ATE −2.03
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3.3. Interpreting effect sizes

3.3.1. Relative to changes in behavior
What actual activities underlie these changes in energy use? In one

of their pilot programs, OPOWER has collected surveys in which
Treatment group households were asked to self report what they had
changed as a result of receiving the Home Energy Reports. Some of the
reported effects were changes to household capital stock, including
weather-stripping windows, improving insulation, or servicing the
air conditioner. Many of the most frequently reported changes, how-
ever, were day-to-day usage behaviors: turning off lights, unplugging
electronics, adjusting thermostats, and closing window blinds.
Interestingly, these are behaviors that most consumers likely already
knew could save them energy. This suggests that at least some of the
letters' effects act through drawing attention or increasing the “moral
cost” of energy use, instead of solely by providing new information
or inducing changes in capital stock.

How do the percent ATEs translate into these real-world behav-
iors? The 2% mean ATE translates into 0.62 kWh per day. An air
conditioner running at full power uses about 1 kW of power, so this
treatment effect is equivalent to turning off an air conditioner that
would have been on for 37 min each day. A standard incandescent
lightbulb uses 60 W, so the treatment effect is also equivalent to 10.4 h
of lightbulb use per day. Recall that many “treated” households likely
do not open, understand, or act on the letters, meaning that the effects
on those who do must be much larger. These effects seem remarkably
large, given that the treatment is as simple as sending a letter.

3.3.2. Relative to prices
Another useful way to frame the effects of a non-price intervention

is to calculate the price change that would produce similar effects.
Given that treatment effects are visible very soon after the letters
are received and the effects stabilize after several months, short run
price changes are an appropriate comparison. Using the event study
in Reiss and White (2008), the “60-day elasticity” of residential
electricity demand in California with respect to a large, unanticipated
price change is −0.10 to −0.18. With appropriate caution in gen-
eralizing this elasticity, it would imply that the effects of OPOWER's
average existing program are equivalent to a short run electricity
price increase of 11 to 20%. This again is remarkable: a simple non-
price treatment changes consumer behavior as much as substantial
price increases.

From a policy perspective, one might also be interested in
comparing these effects to those of sustained increases in electricity

prices that might result from climate change policies that would
regulate carbon dioxide emissions. Reiss and White (2005) estimate
that the long-run elasticity of residential electricity demand in
California is −0.39, implying that OPOWER's effects would be
equivalent to a sustained 5.2% increase in prices. For comparison,
the US Energy Information Administration (2009) estimates that a
recently-proposed carbon cap-and-trade program would increase
electricity prices by 2.5% in 2020 and 20% in 2030. This underscores
the appeal of non-price treatments like the Home Energy Reports:
they appear to be somewhat less controversial than a carbon cap-and-
trade or tax and are inexpensive for the policymaker to implement,
but their effects are within a similar order of magnitude.

3.3.3. Cost effectiveness
OPOWER's cost effectiveness, defined as cents of cost to the

program administrator per kilowatt-hour of electricity conserved, is
a statistic of great practical interest. Just as international aid agencies
and health programs have an array of possible projects that they
can fund, energy conservation program administrators also have a
set of available programs. In many settings, the administrator
will have a regulatory energy conservation target such as an Energy
Efficiency Resource Standard that it must achieve using a fixed
budget. The administrator chooses to contract with OPOWER if the
cost effectiveness compares favorably to other energy conservation
opportunities.

OPOWER's cost effectiveness is the annualized cost of the Reports
divided by kilowatt-hours saved per year. The numerator is estimated
by multiplying the cost per report by the annualized number of
Reports delivered during the program to date to the Treatment group.
OPOWER has provided cost data on a confidential basis, but the cost of
printing and mailing a short letter like the Home Energy Report is on
the order of one dollar. The denominator is calculated by taking the
average treatment effect ˆτ, which is in percent, and multiplying it
by the average daily kilowatt-hours of consumption Y0 in the year
preceding the program. The resulting formula is:

Cost Effectiveness =
Cost per Report⋅Reports per Year

τ̂ = 100
� �

⋅Y0⋅365
ð2Þ

The unweighted average cost effectiveness across experiments is
3.31 cents per kilowatt-hour saved. Fig. 5 displays the result for each
experiment, with experiments organized from left to right in order of
decreasing baseline usage. There is a clear general trend of improving

Fig. 4. Connexus treatment effects over time.
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cost effectiveness for populations of heavier users. This is because, as
Section 4 details, treatment effects are larger for heavier users.

Treatment frequency also has an important impact on cost effec-
tiveness. To see this, consider Experiments 3, 11, and 4 in the middle
of Fig. 5. The population in Experiment 3 was randomized between
quarterly (“Q”) and bi-monthly (“B”) frequencies, while the latter two
populations were randomized between monthly and quarterly. As
we have seen, more frequent treatment gives larger ATEs, but Fig. 4
shows that this does not offset the increased annualized cost. These
results suggest that quarterly treatment is most cost effective.

Partially because there have been so few randomized impact
evaluations, there is controversy in the applied literature over the cost
effectiveness of typical energy conservation programs. Arimura et al.
(2009) use utility-level data from a nationwide annual panel to
correlate reported “demand-side management” program expendi-
tures with changes in electricity use. They estimate cost effectiveness
to be about 6 cents per kilowatt-hour, with confidence intervals
ranging from 5.5 to 6.4. For their estimates to be unbiased, program
expenditures must be uncorrelated with other policies or factors that
could reduce energy demand. Friedrich et al. (2009), of an energy
efficiency research and advocacy organization called the American
Council for an Energy Efficient Economy, focus on utilities in 14 states
with aggressive energy conservation programs. They divide reported
administrative costs by engineering estimates of kilowatt-hours
saved, giving state-level results ranging from 1.6 to 3.3 cents per
kilowatt-hour. There has historically been concern that these
“deemed savings” estimates are optimistic (Nadel and Keating, 1991).

One of the conceptual ways in which OPOWER has begun to
change this space is by showing that randomized controlled trials
both are feasible to implement and produce uncontroversial estimates
of impacts and cost effectiveness. Randomized trials have also offered
the company the opportunity to fine-tune their results, for example
by designing more recent programs around more cost effective
treatment frequencies. Taking the above two sets of benchmark cost
effectiveness estimates at face value, many of OPOWER's existing
programs compare favorably, which is one reason why increasing
numbers of utilities have partnered with the company.

Energy conservation programs are in practice often evaluated
using this “administrative cost effectiveness” metric, so this calcula-
tion is useful for comparison with existing work. This would be,
however, a highly incomplete accounting of the welfare effects, both
for energy conservation programs in general and for the OPOWER
program in particular. There are two main channels of social welfare
effects: social costs from energy production and private costs to
consumer welfare.

Both channels are difficult to quantify. An important element of
the social costs of energy use, the marginal damage of carbon dioxide
emissions, is highly uncertain. Furthermore, although the magnitudes
might be small, the treatment could affect other unobserved choices
that generate carbon emissions. Consumers could, for example, also
becomemotivated to drive their cars less, or could perhaps even drive
more due to a “moral license” effect.

Each of the mechanisms through which the treatment could act
has different consumer welfare implications. If the treatment affects
energy use only by improving information or facilitating social
learning, consumers have an unambiguous welfare gain. It is difficult
to quantify this welfare gain, however, because the costs of changing
capital stock or usage behaviors are unobserved. If the treatment acts
only by affecting the moral cost of energy use, households that
conserve energy unambiguously lose consumption utility due to the
utility costs of substitution, but their change in moral utility is
indeterminate. Moral utility could either increase because of the
“warm glow” of contributing to the public good or decrease due to a
feeling of social pressure to contribute (DellaVigna et al., 2010).

3.3.4. Prior research
How do these results compare to Nolan et al. (2008) and Schultz

et al. (2007), the two papers that laid the conceptual foundations
for OPOWER? It turns out that because of the small samples, 271 and
286 homes, respectively, those results provided little information
on the likely treatment effects or cost effectiveness of OPOWER's
programs. In Schultz et al. (2007) the ATE for a treatmentmost similar
to OPOWER – treating both low and high users with both injunctive
and descriptive norms – was 5.0% after one month. This was not
statistically different than zero, and the 90% confidence interval
also included 10%. In Nolan et al. (2008), the treatment most similar
to OPOWER – the social comparison treatment relative to a control
group that received only energy conservation information – had 10.1%
and 7.3% effects after one and two months, respectively. After two
months, this was not statistically different than zero, and the 90%
confidence interval included 20%. These wide confidence intervals
include values that could have made the programs either exceedingly
cost effective or massively wasteful relative to alternative energy
conservation programs.

Even if the pilots had been somewhat larger, treatment fidelity
would have been a concern: the pilot treatment was hand-delivered
on doorhangers, which are much more likely to be read than
unrequested mail. The “smiley face” injunctive norms were hand-
drawn by research assistants, an effort which could increase the

Fig. 5. Cost effectiveness.
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effects but would be difficult to scale. These issues underscore the
value from measuring effects of the scaled programs.

3.4. Non-experimental estimators

Nearly all energy efficiency programs are still evaluated using non-
experimental estimators or engineering accounting approaches.
How important is the experimental control group to consistently-
estimated ATEs? This issue is crucial for several of OPOWER's initial
programs that were implemented without a control group but must
estimate impacts to report to state regulators. While Lalonde (1986)
documented that non-experimental estimators performed poorly in
evaluating job training programs and similar arguments have been
made in many other domains, weather-adjusted non-experimental
estimators could in theory perform well in modeling energy demand.
The importance of randomized controlled trials has not yet been
clearly documented to analysts and policymakers in this context.

Without an experimental control group, there are two econometric
approaches that could be used. Thefirst is to use a difference estimator,
comparing electricity use in the treated population before and after
treatment. In implementing this, I control forweather differences non-
parametrically, using bins with width one average degree day. This
slightly outperforms the use of fourth degree polynomials in heating
and cooling degree-days. This estimator is unbiased if and only if there
are no other factors associatedwith energy demand that vary between
the pre-treatment and post-treatment period.

A second non-experimental approach is to use a difference-in-
differences estimator with nearby households as a control group. For
each experiment, I form a control group using the average monthly
energy use of households in other utilities in the same state, using
data that regulated utilities report to the U.S. Department of Energy on
Form EIA 826. The estimator includes utility-by-month fixed effects to
capture different seasonal patterns – for example, there may be local
variation in howmany households use electric heat instead of natural
gas or oil, which then affects winter electricity demand. This estimator
is unbiased if and only if there are no unobserved factors that
differentially affect average household energy demand in the
OPOWER partner utility vs. the other utilities in the same state.

Fig. 6 presents the experimental ATEs for each experiment along
with point estimates for the two types of non-experimental
estimators. There is substantial variance in the non-experimental
estimators: the average absolute errors for the difference and
difference-in-differences estimators, respectively, are 2.1% and 3.0%.
Across the 14 experiments, the estimators are also biased on average.
In particular, the mean of the ATEs from the difference-in-differences
estimator is −3.75%, which is nearly double the mean of the
experimental ATEs. One potential explanation is a simple form of

selection bias: the utilities that partner with OPOWER also devote
more effort to other energy efficiency programs over the same period,
causing an additional reduction in demand relative to non-partner
utilities in the same state.

What's particularly insidious about the non-experimental esti-
mates is that they would appear quite plausible if not compared to
the experimental benchmark. Nearly all are within the confidence
intervals of the small sample pilots by Schultz et al. (2007) and Nolan
et al. (2008) that were discussed above. Evaluations of similar types of
energy use information feedback programs have reported impacts of
zero to 10% (Darby, 2006). Just as Lalonde (1986) motivated labor
economists to focus on experimental and quasi-experimental esti-
mators, results like these are crucial in documenting the importance
of randomized impact evaluations of energy conservation programs.

4. Heterogeneous treatment effects

While the empirical focus so far has been on Average Treatment
Effects, theory predicts that treatment effects could vary over time
and across households. Although there is some heterogeneity on other
observed characteristics, the primary observable source of heteroge-
neity is as a function of pre-treatment usage (Allcott, 2009). This could
be high-usage households can reduce consumption at lower cost, or
alternatively because social norm information has differential effects
for households in different parts of the usage distribution.

I first examine Quantile Treatment Effects (QTEs), which are
differences between corresponding quantiles of the distributions of
household average post-treatment usage in the Treatment and Control
groups. For example, the QTE at the 50th percentile is the difference
between themedian post-treatment usage in the Treatment group and
themedianpost-treatment usage in the Control group. The conditional
cooperation and social learning mechanisms predict a “descriptive
norm boomerang effect”: households with high pre-treatment usage
should decrease usage, while those with low pre-treatment usage
should increase usage. When examining Quantile Treatment Effects,
this would manifest itself as a reduction in the dispersion of usage in
the treatment group. If this were the only source of treatment effect
heterogeneity, it would cause theQTEs to be positive for lowquantiles,
indicating an increase in usage, and negative for high quantiles.

In order to hold constant the effects of different treatment
frequencies, I focus on the six experiments where frequency was
randomly assigned or was the same for all households. For each of
these experiments, I estimate the QTEs at the 49 even percentiles (2, 4,
6, 8,…,96, 98) using the procedure in Firpo (2007) and Froelich and
Melly (2010). I then combine the sets of QTEs with a minimum
distance estimator that minimizes the average of the variances of the
49 QTEs, using an approach akin to that in Eqs. (5) and (7) presented
later in the paper.

Fig. 7 graphs the set of QTEs. The point estimates of the second
and fourth percentiles are positive, although neither is statistically
positive with 90% confidence. Of course, the Quantile Treatment
Effects are not “quantiles of the treatment effect,” so the fact that the
QTES are negative does not necessarily imply that effects are negative
for all subgroups or individual households.

A different approach which gives the same qualitative insight is to
pool the data for the same six experiments and examine the
Conditional Average Treatment Effects for households in different
percentiles of their experiment's distribution of baseline usage. Fig. 8
illustrates the CATEs estimated by interacting dummy variables for
decile of baseline usage with the treatment effect, controlling for
interactions of these deciles with the post-treatment indicator,
month-by-year effects, and household fixed effects. The more
electricity a household used before the treatment, the more that it
conserved post-treatment. The CATEs range from almost zero for the
bottom decile of baseline usage to 6.3% in the top decile.Fig. 6. Non-experimental specifications.
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The QTE and decile analyses show that the descriptive norm
boomerang effect is not strong enough to induce previously-low
usage households to significantly increase usage. This could be
because this effect is itself not strong in this setting, because the
injunctive normative messages moderate the effect, or because it is
outweighed by the impacts of information in the Action StepsModule.

Heterogeneity in treatment effects implies that “profiling,” or
targeting future treatment toward units with highest Conditional
Average Treatment Effects, could raise the Average Treatment Effect
on the Treated (ATT) and thus improve the program's cost
effectiveness. Unlike some job training, health, or education programs
where it may be impractical to enforce treatment assignment,
treatments delivered through phone or mail can often be easily
targeted. Combining these two insights implies that OPOWER is a
natural and promising setting for profiling. In the (2009) working
paper version of this analysis, I develop a statistical treatment rule
under which a decision maker allocates treatment conditional on
observed characteristics to maximize program cost effectiveness
while treating a given share of the population. This builds on an
existing profiling literature, including Berger et al. (2000), Dehejia
(2005), Graham et al. (2009), Hirano and Porter (2006), Imai and
Strauss (2009), and Manski (2004, 2009). Using Connexus as an
example experiment, I show that if the OPOWER program were to
be administered to half of the eligible population, profiling would
increase the ATE by 74% relative to arbitrary assignment, thereby
reducing the cost per kilowatt-hour conserved by 43%.

4.1. Effects of normative categorizations

Recall that households that used less than the 20th percentile of
their neighbor comparison group are labeled as “Great,” those who

use more than the mean are labeled “Below Average,” and those
in between are labeled “Good.” Could injunctive norms moderate
the heterogeneity in effects across households with different pre-
treatment usage? And are they responsible for mitigating the
potential descriptive norms boomerang effect?

Indeed, one could imagine that these normative categorizations
have different motivational effects. From a practical perspective, this
would influence how OPOWER classifies households. For example, if
being labeled “Great” appears to be more motivational than being
labeled “Good,” OPOWER might want to expand the “Great” category
to include a broader part of the distribution. From a theoretical
perspective, it is not obvious whether being labeled “Great” should
induce people to conserve more, because they are motivated by
positive feedback, or to conserve less, because they feel comfortable
with their current performance. Similarly, being labeled “Below
Average” could motivate people to improve or alternatively could
discourage them from taking action.

4.1.1. Regression discontinuity design
Define as t− the date that corresponds to the most recent Report

generated in time to affect usage for meter read date t.6 The “intuitive
regression” that one might like to run would be to compare the
treatment effect in bill t for households described as “Good” based
on that recent Report t− to the treatment effects for households
that had been categorized as “Great” or “Below Average”:

Yit = ½αG⋅1ðGreatt− + αB⋅1 Below Averaget−ð Þ + τe�⋅TiPit
+ βGe⋅1 Greatt−ð Þ + βBe⋅1 Below Averaget−ð Þ + βe½ �⋅Pit
+ μmy + υi + εit

ð3Þ

The variables 1(Below Averaget−) and 1(Greatt−) are indicator
variables for whether the household was categorized as “Below
Average” or “Great” on Report t−. The coefficients α̂G and α̂B could
naively be interpreted as the causal effects of these two categoriza-
tions relative to being categorized as “Good.” Since other elements of
the social comparisons and the knowledge effect differ across
households in the different normative categorizations, however, α̂G

and α̂B are not consistent estimators of these causal effects.
Instead of this specification, I therefore use a regression discon-

tinuity estimator that exploits the fact that the injunctive categori-
zations were based on categories with sharp cutoffs. A group of
households just below a cutoff are in the limit identical to a group just
above, and thus their treatment effects from the descriptive norms
and energy conservation tips are identical. Any differences in usage
between households on either side of the cutoff are caused by their
different injunctive categorizations.

To implement this, define cit−
20 and cit−

Mean as the 20th percentile and
mean cutoff points in the distribution of household i′s neighbors' usage
at time t−. Note that OPOWER has not varied these cutoff points across
households or experiments. The variables Dit−

20 and D it−
Mean are the

differences, in kilowatt-hours per month, between the household's
energy use at time t− and these 20th percentile and Mean cutoffs.

As suggested by Lee and Lemieux (2009) and Imbens and
Wooldridge (2009), consider first a graphical analysis. Fig. 9 graphs
electricity usage Yit against forcing variable Dit− at the mean of
households' comparison groups, which is the cutoff between being
categorized as “Good” vs. “Below Average.” The Usage variable on the
y-axis, which as before is normalized as a percent of Control group

Fig. 8. Treatment effects by decile of baseline usage.

6 More specifically, t− is the date of the most recent Report generated more than 24
days and less than 55 days before meter read date t. If there is no Report in that period,
the date of the most recent Report generated between 21 and 24 days before meter
read date t is defined as t-. If there is no Report in that period, the most recent Report
generated between 55 and 120 days before t is defined as t-. In the sporadic cases
where there has been no Report generated for a household in the past 120 days, data
point it is coded as not having an injunctive categorization.

Fig. 7. Quantile treatment effects.
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post-treatment usage, is residual of month-by-year controls and
household fixed effects. The line is upward sloping, as residual usage
is serially autocorrelated: households that consume less compared
to their peers on a given bill also tend to have lower residual usage
on future bills. Fig. 10 is the analogous illustration near the 20th
percentile of the household-specific comparison group, which is the
cutoff between being categorized as “Great” vs. “Good.”

The figures illustrate two key issues. First, the outcome variable Yit
is very close to linear in the forcing variableDit−. This means that local
linear regression, as suggested by Lee and Lemieux (2009) and Imbens
and Wooldridge (2009), will be a natural specification. Second, there
is no observable jump in the outcome at the cutoff. This suggests that
we will estimate a zero effect, and the standard error – the “tightness”
of that zero – will be the parameter of interest.

For the actual estimation, a separate regression is run for each
cutoff using a rectangular kernel. This gives estimates of αG, the effect
of being “Good” instead of “Great,” and αB, the effect of being “Below
Average” instead of “Good”:

Yit = 1 Dit−j jb hð Þ⋅1 Dit−j j≠0ð Þ⋅ α⋅1 Dit− N 0ð Þ + β0
β1Dit−⋅1 Dit−b 0ð Þ + β2Dit−⋅1 Dit− N 0ð Þ

� �

+ τPit + μmy + υi + εit ; ∀i s:t:Ti = 1

ð4Þ

The specifications again use household fixed effects, with standard
errors clustered by household. While all observations are included in
order to more precisely estimate month-by-year dummies and
household fixed effects, each estimated α is identified only using
observations with Dit− within bandwidth h of a cutoff.7 Because of the
large number of observations, regressions are run separately for each
of the 17 experiments, and the set of estimated α̂ are combined
using a minimum distance estimator weighted to minimize variance.
Appendix A details the minimum distance estimator and cross-
validation criterion function.

4.2. Results

Table 5 presents the regression discontinuity results around
the Mean cutoff. The first row gives the results from the “intuitive
regression” from Eq. (3). Conditional Average Treatment Effects are
1.08 percentage points larger for households recently categorized as

“Good” instead of “Great,” the two categories on either side of the 20th
percentile of the neighbor comparison group distribution.

The lower portion of the table presents the RD estimates of αB

and values of the cross-validation criterion functions for a series
of different bandwidths. The qualitative result of no statistically
significant effect is robust even for very large bandwidths, although
the standard errors drop somewhat as larger bandwidths admit more
observations. Using the standard errors at bandwidth h=300,
differential effects of larger than 0.16 percentage points in absolute

Fig. 10. Treatment group near 20th percentile cutoff.

7 Note also that the kernel excludes observations where Dit−=0. Some households
are themselves the 20th percentile of their comparison group. OPOWER does not
retain the distance between Yit− and the next higher-consuming household's usage,
meaning that the correct distance to their category cutoff cannot be calculated.

Table 5
RD results at mean cutoff.

Eq. (3) α̂

−1.08 (0.11)***

RD design

h (kwh/month) α̂ N CVY(h,5) CVY(h,10)

5 −0.54 (0.66) 29,436 3001.8 8067.1
10 −0.45 (0.47) 58,768 1708.2 1994.8
25 −0.33 (0.30) 145,744 1568.9 1636.7
50 0.18 (0.21) 289,771 1529.3 1610.5
100 0.12 (0.15) 573,089 1541.9 1603.2
200 0.08 (0.11) 1,092,428 1539.4 1605.8
300 0.09 (0.10) 1,521,405 1534.5 1607.1
400 0.1 (0.09) 1,847,840 1535.7 1608.8

Table 6
RD Results at 20th Percentile.

Eq. (3) α̂

−0.70 (0.14)

RD Design

h (kwh/month) α̂ N CVY(h, 5) CVY(h,10)

5 −1.3 (0.90) 19,675 122,191 21,992
10 −0.45 (0.60) 40,272 49,237 5238
25 −0.06 (0.36) 102,736 3956 2191
50 0.2 (0.25) 206,479 2168.5 2089.8
100 0.09 (0.18) 406,637 2165.9 2068.1
200 0.01 (0.13) 778,548 2176.2 2067.7
300 −0.02 (0.12) 1,109,442 2173.8 2077.3
400 −0.12 (0.12) 1,400,046 2186.6 2040.1

Standard errors in parentheses. Dependent variable is the household's average daily
electricity consumption (kilowatt-hours), normalized by average control group
consumption in the Post period. All specifications include month-by-year dummies
and household fixed effects. h refers to the bandwidth of the RD estimator; units are
kilowatt-hours per month. The N column counts observations within the bandwidth.
The CVY(h,π) columns display the value of the cross-validation criterion functions at
different π.

Fig. 9. Treatment group near mean comparison cutoff.
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value can be ruled out with 90% confidence in a two-sided test.
Dividing this by the α̂G from Eq. (3), no more than 15% of the larger
effects for households labeled “Good” instead of “Great” are due to the
different injunctive categorizations. These differences are instead
likely driven by differential responses to descriptive norms or energy
conservation information.

Table 6 presents the parallel results for the 20th percentile cutoff.
Again using the Eq. (3), the treatment effects are 0.70 percentage
points larger for households recently categorized as “Below Average”
instead of “Good.” At this 20th percentile cutoff, differential effects of
more than 0.20 percentage points can be ruled out using the same test
and bandwidth. No more than 28% of the differential effects for
households labeled “Below Average” instead of “Good” are due to the
different injunctive categorizations.

The results are highly robust. As Tables 5 and 6 show, the
qualitative results are robust to any reasonable kernel bandwidth. The
RD specifications above are restricted to Treatment group households
only, but looking instead for discontinuities in the treatment effect
around the cutoff increases the variance of the estimator but does
not qualitatively change the results. Assuming the same slope above
and below the cutoff, β1=β2, has no statistically significant effect on
the α̂, but this does not substantially reduce its standard error. As the
graphical analysis suggests would be the case, however, omitting the
linear terms Dit−⋅1(Ditb0) and Dit−⋅1(Dit−N0) does affect the
estimates at all but small bandwidths. Using a 4th-order polynomial
in Dit− does not statistically affect α̂, largely because it substantially
increases the standard errors. All of these additional specifications
are omitted to conserve on space.

Put simply, the key result is that the different injunctive
categorizations do not cause large differences in the treatment effects.
While the injunctive norms may have some effect that is equally
powerful across all households, being classified in one category or
another compared to neighbors does not have large differential
effects. Some combination of energy conservation tips plus injunctive
norms that affect all three groups equally must be responsible for
mitigating the descriptive norm boomerang effect in low-usage
households.

5. Conclusion

This paper evaluates the effects of the OPOWER Home Energy
Reports, which give households feedback on past energy consump-
tion, compare them to their neighbors, and provide energy conser-
vation tips. The program is a remarkable departure from traditional
energy efficiency programs in that it is a non-price intervention
designed with direct insight from behavioral science that is evaluated
using randomized controlled trials. The perceived success or failure of
these pilot programs will directly affect millions of dollars of future
investment under new energy conservation regulations and climate
policies and could more generally influence how future energy
efficiency programs will be designed and evaluated.

I find that the Average Treatment Effects of OPOWER's programs
range from 1.4 to 3.3% of baseline usage, with an unweighted mean
ATE of 2.0%. I also show that treatment effects increase markedly as a
function of pre-treatment usage, although not even the lowest-
consumption households increase usage in response to the treatment.
Thus, while the descriptive norm information by itself might have
induced these households to increase usage, some other aspect of the
treatment eliminated this potential “boomerang effect.” A regression
discontinuity analysis, however, shows that being assigned to a
different injunctive norm category does not significantly change the
treatment effect for households near the category cutoffs. Instead, the
potential descriptive norm boomerang effect must be mitigated by
energy conservation tips or by aspects of the injunctive norms that
affect households in the different categories by similar amounts.

This analysis adds to growing appreciation of how non-price
interventions can affect consumer behavior. Economists in general,
and energy sector policymakers in particular, have historically
focused on how prices and subsidies affect demand. This experiment
shows that simply sending letters – a treatment that has no effect on
relative prices and may have limited effects on information sets – can
persistently affect usage by as much as a 11 to 20% short run price
increase or a 5% long run increase. While the welfare effects are
indeterminate and merit additional thought, OPOWER's programs are
relatively cost effective from the program administrator's perspective.
As climate change policies are implemented and utility regulation
increasingly encourages energy conservation, such non-price treat-
ments may receive greater attention, and insights from behavioral
science may be increasingly taken to scale.
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Appendix A. Regression discontinuity details

This appendix provides detail on the minimum distance estimator
used to combine RD estimates from different utilities and on the
cross-validation criterion function. Because of the large number of
observations, regressions are run separately for each experiment e,
and the set of estimated α̂e are combined using a minimum distance
estimator:

α̂ = ∑
e

we α̂e ð5Þ

V̂α = ∑
e

w2
e V̂αe ð6Þ

The weightswe applied to the estimates from each experiment are
chosen to minimize V̂α:

we =
1

V̂αe

⋅ ∑
f
V̂

αf
−1

 !−1

ð7Þ

What remains is to choose the bandwidth h. Because of the very
large sample size, it would be extremely computationally intensive to
carry out the traditional “leave-one-out” cross validation approach
introduced in Ludwig and Miller (2005) and detailed in Imbens and
Lemieux (2007). Instead, I place each it− observation within each
experiment as a percentile in the experiment's distribution of Dit−
and generate two placebo cutoffs that are π percentiles on either side
of the one true cutoff cit−. Eq. (4) is then run for each experiment,
replacing 1(|Dit−|bh) with an indicator for whether Dit− is less than h
below the lower placebo cutoff or h above the higher placebo cutoff.
This regression generates predictions Ŷ it h;πð Þ for the set of observa-
tions S between the two placebo cutoffs. Note that the fitted values for
observations above (below) the true cutoff are fitted only with the
regression line above (below) the placebo cutoff. The cross-validation
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criterion is the mean across observations in all experiments of the
squared prediction errors for S:

CVY h;πð Þ =
∑
it

1 it ∈ Sð Þ Yit−Ŷ it h;πð Þ
� �2

∑
it

1 it∈ Sð Þ ð8Þ

The rightmost three columns of Tables 5 and 6 show the number of
observations within the bandwidth and the values of the cross-
validation criterion function for π=5 and π=10. The shapes of these
functions are comparable for other values of π. As Figs. 9 and 10 show,
there is a linear relationship between the forcing and outcome
variables over a wide interval around the cutoffs. As a result, once
there is enough data to estimate the β1 and β2 controls, the cross-
validation criterion function is very flat for a wide range of
bandwidths. For example, CVY(h,π=5) drops from 3001.8 to 1529.3
as h is increased from 5 to 50 kWh per month, but it increases by
less than 1% as h increases to 400. For values of h larger than that,
slight non-linearities in the relationship between the forcing and
outcome variables begin to bias the estimated α. To compute the
“tightness” of the zero in Section 4, I choose h=300, which gives
relatively small standard errors but is still well within the range
where the linearity assumption holds.
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